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letter from the editor
The concept of  mushrooms has been a strangely recurring theme for me this year. Somehow the fact of  the largest 
living organism (a mushroom colony) pops up in everyday conversation. My roommate bought me a mushroom grow 
kit for Christmas. Instagram recently decided that I need information on how to forage them. So when our team 
settled on the theme of  mycelia for this year’s Parnassus, it seemed extremely fitting.
At the very beginning of  this process, we began with a definition. Three definitions, actually.
Mycelia (n.):
biological: underground networks of  rootlike filaments supporting the fungus
functional: systems that provide nourishment and perpetuate growth through decomposition of  dead organic material
social: webs of  communication binding a community together
The first definition regards the literal description of  mycelia, for those who don’t utilize this entirely casual concept in 
their everyday vocabulary. The second emphasizes the purpose of  such systems, which is the manifestation of  the new 
out of  the old. The creation of  the fruiting bodies—mushrooms—relies on the death and decomposition of  other 
organic things, which lends well to poetic interpretation in and of  itself.
The final definition relates to the interconnected aspect of  mycelia, and the communication between organisms that 
flourish in the shadow and the damp. This season has, at times, felt entirely steeped in shadow and rain. But this is 
where mycelia flourish. This is where our communities best connect, rest, and prepare to grow. 
Thank you to my wonderful team. From the process of  communal definition-creation, to advertising via little 
mushrooms drawn in chalk or folded origami, to receiving, reading, and evaluating these pieces together—you all did 
a wonderful job, and I am so grateful for all the perspectives and thoughtful commentary you brought to the table. 
And thank you to Mary, for the gorgeous cover art and for being a wonderful friend. Together, we have created a book 
that emphasizes that which is important, that which is beautiful, that which is most necessary for growth.
I hope that we, as creators, can be proud of  the beauty that came forth in spite of  everything. And I hope that you, 
the reader, can enjoy this glimpse into what the young people at Taylor have to offer. As our friend and advisor Dr. 
Housholder would say: we made a thing. I’d say it’s a pretty good thing. I hope you like it.
Rinnah Shaw
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“Sorry baby, I might be a little out of  it today.” He’s lean-
ing over a white plastic side table, little dried plant frag-
ments clinging to his fingers and the translucent paper. 
They look like fish food. “I mailed all this stuff to myself  
for the weekend, and I’ve got to smoke it all before I get 
on the plane.” I wonder vaguely how much he anticipat-
ed needing for his three-day fix, since to me it seems this 
could stave off a small army of  college students. It always 
makes me smile when he calls me ‘baby.’ It’s like he’s sub-
consciously recollecting the fact that I’m still his little girl, 
following him around from room to room and listening to 
his 90’s R&B songs on the family computer, instead of  a 
grown woman watching him roll a joint in the bathroom.
I’m leaning against the oddly angular wooden doorway, 
watching him lovingly align his fourth, bulging paper cyl-
inder next to the other three.
“Don’t worry about me, I don’t mind.” I tilt up my weath-
ered navy baseball cap a little and wink. “There’s a cop 
parked at the house across the street, though, and he 
might.” He leans back and laughs into the webbed ventila-
tion ceiling and then swaying over the bin of  hand towels, 
grins at me. The corners of  his red-rimmed eyes wrinkle.
“Oh, is there? Well, I’ll have to invite him over.” As I 
turn to go I can hear him humming A Little Love by 
Ini Kamoze,  a favorite reggae song he’s been singing 
since I was a kid. He used to dance my baby brothers to 
sleep to that song every night, their flushed, tennis-ball 
heads drooling on his shoulder. That was over a decade 
ago, and he’s nearing his late 40s now. When we meet 
up with his sister later that night, he holds her beautiful 
chocolate-eyed baby and puts himself  to the test, just to 
see if  he’s still got it. She finally caves after a full hour of  
hip-popping slow dance, and he painstakingly eases him-
self  into the brown leather armchair. He jerks his head 
towards me. 
“Madison. Madison. Get a picture of  me and baby—
shh, quiet now, don’t wake her up.”
34.
I never noticed before that Ini’s debut album has 34 songs 
on it. I suddenly realize why my dad liked it so much. 34 
is his sort of  sacred emblem, a mixture of  astrological 
mysticism and promise-land trust. It’s scribbled all over 
his journals, receipts, bills, in the sharp, angular script 
that he’s known for in our family. When he was a kid, his 
teachers would spend their 180 days pleading with him 
to stop doodling, keep his hands off the desk-drum, sit 
straight forward and be still. I bet if  anyone had both-
ered to keep them, I could still find old, half-completed 
assignments from grade school populated with slouching 
little 34s in the margins.
“Why do you like 34 so much?” A question one day out-
side the crumbling shack-garage, holding shape solely 
on the merit of  a few, flimsy metal sheets and a handful 
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of  nails. His head pops up from underneath the royal 
blue motorcycle that my step-mom Jenny has forbidden 
him to ride. He shrugs, tucking his white visor down 
over his eyebrows.
“I don’t know, I just always have. Even when I was a kid, I’d 
write it all over everything. It was my jersey number when I 
played for the sports team, every time. If  I had to pick a ran-
dom number, it was always that. And—oh, Madison.” He 
grins a dopey, lopsided smile. “Did you know that you were 
born on the 34th day of  the year?” He spreads his hands 
wide and mimics his reaction years ago, open-mouthed and 
wide-eyed, eyebrows shooting up his forehead.
“When I found that out…” He shakes his head and runs 
his hand through his slightly thinning ink-colored hair. 
“I just couldn’t believe that my baby girl, my firstborn 
child, was born on the 34th day of  the year.” He looks at 
me with shining eyes, as if  I had something to do with it. 
milk.
“Look at this, Madison,” he tells me when I’m approach-
ing my 12th birthday. I set my cereal bowl down next to 
the glass flour jar and wait. Scratching erratically on a 
piece of  lined notebook paper, he holds up a word and 
signals for me to read.
“Believe,” I say.
“Look at the word in ‘believe.’ Right in the middle.” He 
waits with a deer-in-the-headlights look. I think I see 
what he’s trying to tell me, but I don’t understand why 
he’s telling me it.
“What is it, baby?” Without waiting for an answer, he 
stares at the paper and answers his own question. “It’s lie.” 
I don’t know what to say, so I just look at him with wide 
puppy-eyes and fiddle with my spoon. He shakes his head, 
and I wonder if  I’ve disappointed him.
“There’s so much, Madison. So much they aren’t telling 
us. They’re feeding us lies, literally.” He gestures to the 
gallon of  milk on the counter and I defensively shift away 
from it. “It’s just wild, absolutely unreal. And I’ve only 
scratched the surface…” 
He looks around like some caged thing, and I think may-
be I can see inside of  him for a moment. Then the shades 
pull down over his eyes again. 
“Anyway, that’s all.” He shuffles his feet and the shoulders 
of  his cut-off t-shirt shrug sluggishly, almost dismally it 
seems to me. “Your Dad’s a weirdo…” He slouches out of  
the kitchen leaving me cupping my bowl of  cereal alone.
I began finding the TV covered with a T-shirt, then a 
towel, then a sheet, permanently fixed with two pieces 
of  Velcro. I suspected it was because the government 
might be watching us through the empty screen, though 
I couldn’t figure out why they’d want to do that, since 
it didn’t seem like it’d be that interesting to them. My 
father started watching the sky and pointing out clouds 
that were really poison that the government sprayed on 
us to make us sick and keep us going to the doctor. They 
all looked like clouds to me, but now I developed a dis-
tinct distrust for long, thin streaming clouds that fanned 
out like a falling sheet over our heads. For some reason, 
cumulus clouds seemed friendly and more natural, and 
I could sit a little more easily underneath those. Cow’s 
milk disappeared from our fridge, replaced first with Al-
mond milk, then Soy, then Rice.
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When the moon became a hole in the sky, and the earth 
flattened to a coin, that’s about when my mind grew 
milky and distant. Watching him rant for hours was pain-
ful. I’d sit erect on the sofa, examining the loose threads 
in my socks, feeling my eyes glaze over. Without realiz-
ing it I found myself  burying my body into the pillows, 
itching to stand up and get a drink from the kitchen or 
retreat outside, especially when he and Jenny would get 
into it. To the sound of  elevated voices I’d slip out the 
back door and walk around the yard barefoot until it 
seemed tolerably safe to return.
It got like that, especially in the later years. But I still 
remember warm, farm-fresh scrambled eggs, all golden 
and wrapped in a breakfast tortilla, and black coffee in 
a blender with coconut oil all frothy and white in place 
of  creamer. We’d sit at the peeling counter and he’d 
shine a smile on his organic, grass-fed eggs, shaking his 
burrito at me. 
“This is how it’s supposed to be, darling, this right here.” 
Sunshine streaming through onto the green floor, and 
the dogs would sit up and wag their tails.
AZ.
He lived for the sunshine. Summer was the time of  toss-
ing the leathered football across the yard, and running 
with the dogs in the fields, and catching toads or sitting 
late-nights on the gravel driveway watching the night 
bleed into itself. Winter was the time of  heaters beat-
en and smashed inward over stoop-railings, and stifling 
thermostat temperatures, and breaking shovels on the 
pick-ax ice that hugged the driveway in various layers. 
Every year, when Jenny could finally convince him, my 
dad would be out there silently fuming at the dead, white 
earth. I went out one time to keep him company, and 
while I caught snowflakes on my tongue, a steady stream 
of  words came from somewhere underneath his scarf.  
“Stupid…hate the snow…goddam ice…tomorrow it’s 
all gonna come back again, have to shovel it now any-
way...ridiculous how cold it is…it’s just unreal…” 
He talked about moving for years. In the warm months 
he was content, but as soon as my baby brothers and I 
could puff out our oxygen in plumes, visions of  eternal 
Arizona summers and 16 hour-sunlight filled our minds 
as we sat on the thread-bare living room couches and 
depressed carpet. 
“Just picture it, honey,” and he’d crouch and eagle-spread 
his knees, pointing around the four dark walls as if  see-
ing past them into another world. “Sunlight, every day, 
even in winter. None of  this snow, or ice, and no more 
shoveling, just summer all year round. Most you’d ever 
have to wear is a sweater.” He smacked his hands togeth-
er and made a triumphant fist, pumping it to the swirled 
eggshell ceiling. “Open space for miles and miles, and 
nobody to tell you what to do or where to go. We can go 
out to the lake for hours, we can explore the land, all of  
it is ours. No more poison clouds, barely any government 
hold. We could be off the grid; we could be free.”  
It was intoxicating. My brothers started planning all 
the things they’d do when we moved. Fishing every 
day, hunting for coyotes, mountain climbing and rid-
ing four-wheelers into the vast unknown. I wove pic-
ture-perfect visions of  the golden, glowing sunsets, 
fruit trees dripping with juice, undying sunlight, and 
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eternal adventures. I could see in their faces that Ar-
izona was becoming a new Eden, but I kept going. I 
wanted them to have something to hold on to, a hope 
for a life beyond the sallow, sagging couch meals and 
sleepless nights and thundering arguments behind 
closed doors.
“Are we really gonna move, Dad?” I asked finally, one 
night while sitting in front of  the ancient, hungry fur-
nace. After months of  delay, several failed business plans, 
scummy pyramid schemes, and other sorts of  glass cas-
tles, I was starting to lose my confidence that anything 
would ever change.
He looked at me and grinned, lopsided. “Yes, baby. We 
really are.”
Years passed, and I gradually lost faith in the venture, 
‘til Arizona became little more than a pipe dream to toss 
around in nice weather with the football. It wasn’t for 
another half  decade when, to my utter astonishment, he 
actually did it. Packed up the three dogs, assorted chil-
dren, a dozen plastic tubs of  stuff, and left. Too old by 
now to follow, I stayed behind and felt the absence with 
some kind of  melancholy relief.
Maybe I thought that he’d packed up all the belongings 
and dreams and hopes and left the rest. Deep down, he 
might have believed it too, that he could just stuff the 
problems away in the corners of  the old house and leave 
them behind. In reality, bankruptcy is bankruptcy even in 
the desert wilderness. Bad habits follow you home, even 
when home is air-conditioned and fully paid off. A failing 
marriage is still a failing marriage 1800 miles away. Kids 
still fail in school, and the cops still haul you off to spend 
a night in the bunks for slacking on your child support, 
even in the land of  eternal sunshine. These are the things 
I learned when I let my mind be whisked away to the 
world of  transcendent mountains and choleric officers 
and endless desert and impending bills.
When I asked him about the divorce, he just said, “We 
tried, baby.”





the soft green shells of  hickory nuts
curve underfoot amidst
          the dampened grass
the ancient knobbed tree,
thick with age
peers down between 
its 
        shedding 
                            colors 
I am the disturbance, the alien –
the one with a life outside this place
I tread this path not to find
so much as 
to be 




the stream flows in hushed strength
over the rocks beneath
and my skin weeps
                                  with
                                         the
                                             ache
to be (somehow) closer
to the beauty I see.
what a grand conspiracy;
all of  nature seems to join
in mocking my senses with
              a glimpse - 





The Hiker and the Widow
Hannah Tienvieri
The hiker’s boots lay beside the door. One was tipped 
clumsily on its side, and you could see the wet young 
belly of  the sturdy brown shoe. A tiny pair of  pale 
pink sandals sat next to the boots—a breath away from 
touching, yet neatly stationed side by side, keeping 
their respectable distance. Flaky mud curled around 
the edges, creeping mischievously onto the otherwise 
unmarred leather surface.
This damp spring had turned Elaine’s typical late morn-
ing walk into a sloppy endeavor, and she knew she needed 
to clean her shoes. In fact, this might have been just what 
she was doing now, if  not for the curious knock at her door 
not ten minutes earlier which had nearly surprised the ro-
tisserie right out of  her mittened hands. As it was, she in-
stead found herself  sitting at her kitchen table across from 
a young man who was eagerly gulping down a tall glass full 
of  cool water. A little trail dribbled out of  the corner of  his 
mouth and ran down the cup’s crystal side. The glass was 
one of  the last remaining members of  the first set she and 
her late husband had received as a wedding gift. It had 
been the kind of  set that she only brought out for guests. 
When reminded of  the dishes, James, Elaine’s husband, 
had always murmured with a small amount of  mirth, 
“Why can’t dishes just be dishes?”
And she would laugh, not really knowing why she dis-
agreed with him, but remembering what she had been 
taught—sometimes dishes weren’t just dishes. Who was 
she to fight that? 
The man set the glass down with a hollow thunk and a 
pleased sigh. He glanced up at her with merry, light-filled 
eyes, grinning now, and looking weary but content.
“I appreciate that ma’am.”
“It’s no problem at all,” Elaine responded in a hushed 
voice, trying hard not to stare at her guest across the table.
When the cabin she lived in was new, it had always been 
loud and hot with company. Her husband had been one 
to want people over constantly, and Elaine had often 
joked that they might as well take the front door off of  
the hinges as seldom as it was shut. He would just smile 
at her mild pretense of  irritation and kiss her forehead.
The house was often quiet now, without James to call 
people around. Their sisters would come over on holi-
days, with all the little nieces and nephews. And Elaine 
would cuddle them, and spoil them, and enjoy the small 
reminder of  what it had been like to live in a busy home.
She was okay with the sporadic nature with which she 
now entertained visitors. Really, she was! The solitude 
lent her serenity and solace. She had finally picked up 
painting, and time had allowed her to refine her cook-
ing ability, which had previously been no more than ad-
equate. Certainly, she welcomed those times of  cheer, 
when the three-bedroom, two-bathroom cabin was 
so full it felt like voices, and weekend-bags, and loving 
(though surely at times dissenting) personalities all came 
together in a concerted effort to push at the seams in the 
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walls. Elaine could’ve sworn that the house creaked more 
when family came to visit.
She had learned to breathe deep through the ensuing si-
lence that sometimes felt harsh, but actually offered gifts 
of  gentle bird chatter and soft afternoon light that pat-
tered upon sweet green leaves.
All this to say, it had been some time since she had had a 
guest—a true, new guest.
“What are your plans for the rest of  the day, or the 
evening? If  you would like, I can set you up here for 
the night. It’s still a good hike to town, and then you 
can be fresh and rested for tomorrow.” Elaine offered 
because it was the right thing to do and because there 
was something about this hiker that was intensely in-
triguing to her, and she couldn’t put her finger on 
what it was.
The hiker thought for a moment, apparently conflict-
ed, “I have to admit that’s tempting, but I don’t know 
if  I can stop for that long,” he replied regretfully. “I 
wouldn’t turn down more water though, and food too 
if  you have anything.”
“Oh, sure!” She was quick to respond, “I’ve got chicken 
in the oven but that’s for something that won’t be done 
until supper. If  you’re hungry now, a sandwich with the 
works is always good to the stomach.”
Before her gaze could linger, before that moment 
where a look turns from charming to uncomfortable, 
the stovetop timer sounded off with that same startling 
break in tension as the buzzer that announces the end 
of  a basketball game. 
Elaine hopped up from her seat and rushed over to the 
oven, brushing strands of  her hair from her face and 
grabbing some potholders from their hooks on the wall. 
“So what brings you here?” She asked, chasing off any 
niggling disappointment at his decision, plopping the 
platter of  steaming chicken on the counter, and setting 
about retrieving the ingredients and cookware necessary 
to assemble the dish.
The hiker was turned sideways in his chair, watching her 
politely. He reached up to pull off his knit hat, as if  this 
question was a final invitation to make himself  at home.
“I’m on this journey of  sorts. Y’know, the kind of  trip you’ve 
gotta take out in the woods by yourself.” It wasn’t a question, 
it was a fact. And Elaine couldn’t help but smile; he was so 
unapologetic in the cliché, just like James had been.
“Ok, humor me. Why do you have to take this trip in 
the woods?” Elaine made no attempt to hide her friend-
ly smirk as she stilled her hands and leaned against the 
countertop, focusing on the hiker.
This managed to make him a bit sheepish, “I just feel like 
I don’t know myself  enough yet.”
“You think the woods have the answers you’re looking 
for?” Her challenge was gentle, genuine.
“I guess I figure it’s a pretty good place to start. I know 
I’ll learn something there.”
He and Elaine talked for some time. She fixed him a 
hearty sandwich, as any worthwhile one is. She made 
it the same way that James had liked his: with at least 
two kinds of  meat, two kinds of  cheese, and an array of  
dressings and vegetables. The hiker agreed that a sand-
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wich you could easily fit in your mouth was missing a fair 
amount of  its contents.
Elaine asked him lots of  questions. He told her about 
his travels thus far. About his aspirations, his thoughts 
on family and settling down. “I’ve always been moving. I 
don’t know what it means to stop.” He admitted, and she 
nodded her head with a caring sentimentality. 
The hiker eventually draped his coat over the back of  
his chair, but never removed the cozy-looking sweater he 
wore. In her shorts and short sleeves, Elaine wondered 
once again why he was dressed so warmly. However, 
something seemed to forbid her from voicing any ques-
tion of  the sort. 
As the hour stretched closer to supper the hiker began 
to appear antsy, and Elaine could practically feel the at-
mosphere of  the peculiar meeting turn toward farewell.
“You should go to Portland, Maine next.”
“Portland, Maine? I’ve never heard of  it.”
“Mmm. It’s a beautiful town,” Elaine said almost wistful-
ly. “Anywhere you go in New England, someone should 
be able to send you in the right direction.” She didn’t 
elaborate further, taking joy in this minute sense of  mis-
chief  and vicarious adventure. 
She had lived in Portland until she was 29. She was 
born in that seaside town. She went to college at a small 
school just north of  there and had met James while 
studying. He was something of  a vagabond then, much 
like her visitor, and he never did lose that free spirit. 
“I suppose I am heading that way anyway, I’m sure I can 
get there by spring.”
“Are you certain you can’t stay the night?” The question 
was impossible not to ask, and Elaine felt a great longing 
and tumult that she hadn’t known in years.
The hiker looked at her with a kind smile that at once 
broke her heart and mended it.
“Afraid not. Thank you, ma’am. Truly, this was great.” He 
stood, collecting his hat from the table and his coat from 
the chair. He bent to tug on his boots. The hiker stepped 
out onto the porch and Elaine couldn’t suppress the creep-
ing feeling of  a phantom ache in her chest and sudden 
trail of  goosebumps that the open door seemed to invite. 
He reached out to shake her hand, “Have a good evening, 
and do stay warm.” The hiker laughed with a gesture to-
ward her disparate outfit. He turned, descending the steps 
and settling his bag more securely on his shoulders.
Elaine’s jaw was tense, and the back of  her throat was 
tight and stinging. The pressure of  words she hadn’t said, 
and words she didn’t think she should say, scraped dully 
within her.
“I’m so sorry young man, I think I’ve forgotten to ask 
your name,” she exclaimed, and she hoped an apparent 
concern for propriety explained the near desperate tone.
“James!” The hiker called cheerfully over his shoulder, 
smile wide and hand raised high in a salute of  farewell 
before finally vanishing between the trees.
“Good Lord,” Elaine whispered credulously, her eyes 
watery but soft and full of  love. “I knew you reminded 
me of  someone.”
She toyed thoughtfully with the ring on her finger, feeling 
each ridge and groove as if  she had not done so over and 
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over again for the last thirty-some years. With no small 
effort, she gently closed the door and turned to gaze at 
the empty room. Her eyes lighted on the last picture she 
had of  herself  and her husband. They were standing in 
their cabin, all decked out for the holidays. Above them 
hung a tiny sprig of  festive mistletoe, and she was beam-
ing as he, heeding the dangling greenery, placed a kiss 
squarely upon her rosy cheek.
At her feet a small puddle lay beside the door, sitting next 
to her pale pink sandals—the only evidence that Elaine 








the year I turned fourteen
I purchased
a brand-new pair of  
navy blue converse
because I thought 
all the people who ignored me
would see me 
if  I looked like them.
I sat on the couch 
at youth group that night
with new shoes on my feet
and shy eyes on the floor
and everything was the same.
in that moment
I was convinced 
this quiet girl isn’t worth knowing.
Faded Blue Converse
Abby Pepin so today
if  you catch me glancing
quietly
down at my faded blue converse
I just might be counting 
the years
between high school freshman 
me
and the person in front of  
you
afraid the only thing 
that has changed since then
is the color of  these 
shoes.
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A super 8 sign
plunges up into the sky
greasy odors waft –
fried food gasoline coffee
a little old a little stale,
I grab it all up
into my two hands
and wring it out in a pail.
I crane my neck to turn up
my nose at the finer things
and ignore the sting
as I tilt the bucket back
and start to inhale.
Super 8, Super Great
Joel Russell
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Are you going to see fireworks tonight
What a funny question
Is she serious
Ma’am, this is an italian ice store
It’s the 4th of  July




Oh, sure, let me just call up my boss
Hey, I want to ditch work
To see fireworks
No, I don’t think I will
What do you want to order
Only customer all night
Quiet
Empty
Distant echo of  fireworks
Coworker sighing




It’s hot in here
I’m so bored
What do you want to do
Take off for the holiday
Yeah, me too
Independence Day, huh




Debbie and the Desert Daddies
Joel Russell
Debra Clare entered the dentist’s office more nervous 
than she would have readily admitted. Although she 
was forty-five years old, getting her teeth cleaned still 
made her anxious. She checked in with the receptionist 
and made her way to an empty seat in a less populated 
corner of  the lobby. If  her watch was correct, she still 
had around 20 minutes until her appointment. Debbie 
had some time to kill. She looked over a disused mag-
azine rack and observed the usual fare of  dentist office 
literature: sports magazines, cooking magazines, several 
editions of  Reader’s Digest, and a few worn, plain-look-
ing paperbacks. Debbie chose the oldest, dirtiest volume 
from these and examined it. The cover was entirely blank 
except for the spine which had a title that read: Sage Ut-
terances of  the Desert Daddies: The Collected Sayings of  the Oth-
er Early Christian Monks. Somewhat intrigued, Debbie 
flipped through the book’s introduction to find out what 
these desert daddies were about.
She gathered they were among the first of  many early 
Christians in the 4th century AD who sought to avoid 
the stain of  the world by going out to live in the desert. 
Unfortunately for the desert daddies, however, a certain 
other group of  Christian monks already had the same idea, 
so all of  the good spots were taken. This made the life 
of  isolation they desired all the more difficult, as the only 
available location for a hermitage was 300 yards from the 
city gates. Nevertheless, the daddies were determined not 
to give up on pursuing a life of  asceticism and austere dis-
cipline. Even without the luxury of  living further out in the 
desert, the daddies strove admirably towards their dreams. 
Debbie stopped reading for a moment to check the time. 
She still had another 15 minutes, and the book certainly 
had her interest. So, now that she felt prepared for the 
contents of  this strange volume, Debbie slowly turned 
over the last page of  the introduction and began to read.
SAGE UTTERANCES OF THE DESERT 
DADDIES:
The Collected Sayings of  the Other Early Christian Monks
 
Quietude of  the Soul
One day three new disciples of  Macaronius came to him 
saying ‘Abba, we have done all you have taught us. We 
are satisfied in every way except that we cannot bear the 
quiet. We would like to live together in a single hut in-
stead of  spending our days in separate solitude.’ After 
much pressure from the young men, Macaronius allowed 
for this so long as the brothers promised to live together 
peacefully. Soon after they all moved into the same hut, 
they began to argue. One day while they were having 
a dispute, a brother went again to Macaronius’ hut to 
ask him to judge between them who had done wrong. 
But he would not come. The young man sent again say-
ing ‘Come, we are waiting for your intervention.’ Mac-
aronius got up and went. He came to their hut wearing 
pantaloons stuffed with uncooked elbow macaroni. He 
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jumped around the group of  young men, shaking his legs 
all the while to rattle the dry noodles. The one who sent 
for him asked ‘Abba, what is the meaning of  this?’ for all 
present knew he was severely allergic to starch. Macaro-
nius opened his mouth and spoke. ‘As too many noodles 
gathered together in one’s pants causes hot chafing of  
the skin, so too many brothers in one hut causes the hot 
chafing of  an otherwise patient spirit.’ The brothers im-
mediately understood, and each went back to living in 
their individual huts as they had before.
Two young scholars from the city once came to Archbish-
op Theophilus of  blessed memory and requested that he 
grant them audience to learn under Pantamus, for they 
wanted to hear his wisdom. At first, Theophilus declined 
saying ‘Pantamus is a holy man and wishes to avoid the 
company of  others; it is the very reason he has gone out 
into the desert.’ When pressed further, he did not decline 
again but took them to see him. When they came to the 
hut where the monk lived, Theophilus went in with the 
others to make their request known. Upon hearing their 
desire, Pantamus asked them, ‘If  I tell you something will 
you do it?’ and they said they surely would. He then said, 
‘Look under there.’ They said, ‘Under where?’ and im-
mediately their folly became apparent to them. Theoph-
ilus said ‘Come, our visit upsets this holy man. Let us go 
out from here and leave him in peace.’
 
Humility in Attitude, or Humilitude
A brother once was possessed of  a proud spirit and was 
in the habit of  boasting every day to the other monks of  
his pro-status at Wii Bowling. He told them again and 
again, ‘There is no one whose skill is like mine at the 
game of  Wii Sports Bowling. I am pro-status and can 
even beat Matt. You should all make my baskets for me 
so I can practice bowling more.’ In this way, he coerced 
the weaker brothers into doing his daily work. Bolethius 
heard of  the monk’s prideful speech and sought to test 
him saying ‘Come, for such talking you must be an ex-
cellent bowler! Let us go to my hut so you may show me.’ 
The brother eagerly accepted as he felt certain he was 
superior to Bolethius in this. When it came time to bowl 
however, Bolethius would repeatedly land strikes while 
the brother could not hit a single pin. Most often his 
ball would go into the gutter or fly backwards into the 
virtual crowd, thus bringing him immense shame. He 
would often pause the game to recalibrate his WiiMo-
tion Plus controller, but this was all to no avail; he was 
still unable to bowl at his previous proficiency. When at 
last Bolethius thoroughly beat him at Wii Bowling the 
brother was outraged and sinned in accusing him. ‘You 
have flipped the sensor bar upside down so that I can-
not bowl as I should! You have practiced foul play and 
deceit in doing this!’ Bolethius did not become angry 
but replied, ‘A true Wii bowler bowls under any condi-
tions. My upside-down sensor bar has not undone you; 
your senseless pride has.’ The brother then became ab-
ject and returned to his hut, where he then recommitted 
himself  to undertake his own labor.
Once there was a number of  monks playing with their 
Pokémon cards. It came about that one of  them lost 
his shiny Gyarados and being quite angry at a brother 
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whom he suspected, he knocked him down and began 
to throttle his neck. Pachomanius came upon the young 
monks and asked, ‘Son, why do you choke your broth-
er so? What has angered you that you must do such a 
thing?’ The offended brother said, ‘Abba is it not writ-
ten, “there is only cursing, lying and murder, stealing 
and adultery; they break all bounds, and bloodshed fol-
lows bloodshed.”? Whoever stole my shiny Gyarados 
surely will receive this bloodshed!’ Upon hearing this, 
Pachomanius was very somber. He then turned around, 
lifting his robe to reveal the missing card tucked away 
into the crack of  his butt. He said tranquilly, ‘Here is 
your Pokémon card, Apollo. Do you still believe the 
guilty party deserves the heavy curse you have just spo-
ken?’ Apollo wept aloud and called to him saying ‘Abba 
have mercy! I have spoken hastily regarding this mat-
ter!’ And he was forgiven because Pachomanius was a 
just and merciful man.
Firmitude Against Desire
When Nectarius was a young monk, two of  his brothers 
had been to some great, sinful city and brought back the 
goods of  the place saying, ‘Let us enjoy these Funyuns 
and this delicious Hi-C fruit punch in secret within our 
huts, the fathers are on a pilgrimage and will not be back 
until Old Lady Day. Surely they will not know we have 
broken our sacred ascetic vows.’ When Nectarius was of-
fered to partake, he modestly declined saying, ‘The des-
ert provides me all I need. If  I desire something crunchy, 
I eat the centipede. If  I want something sweet, I drink the 
nectar of  the honey worm. The way of  the true monk is 
to take only that which the desert provides, and nothing 
more. To desire more than this is to be gluttonous, which 
will weigh your prayers down with heavy gullets on their 
way to heaven.’ At these words the brothers’ eyes were 
opened to the error of  their conduct and they were deep-
ly ashamed. They took their snacks out into a field and 
buried them beneath the sturdy roots of  a yik-yak tree 
and only ate centipedes from then on.
 
There was a hermit whose midsection had a girth exceed-
ing that of  his brothers. For this, he was derided by the 
less amply endowed monks who called him ‘Lovehandle’, 
meaning to shame him for the way his hips seemed to spill 
over the cord of  his loincloth and betray his lack of  aus-
terity. Through all of  this Lovehandle did not resist them 
but was peaceful towards his brothers. One day, some 
monks cleverly disguised themselves as a camel and hid 
near Lovehandle’s cave to see how he took his meals, with 
the intention of  mocking him for his eating habits. When 
he came out of  his abode carrying a large basket, they 
laughed to themselves saying, ‘Surely this man is no true 
monk!’ but then they saw what he took out of  it. After 
opening the lid, Lovehandle produced a single black olive 
and one half  of  a saltine cracker. Before he broke bread, 
he gave thanks saying ‘Father in heaven, please forgive me 
for this sumptuous breakfast I am to consume. My broth-
ers are right in calling me gluttonous; surely, I am a man 
of  small self-control. Let this insignificant act of  denial be 
pleasing in your eyes. Amen.’ Upon finishing his prayer, 
Lovehandle seasoned his single black olive and one half  
of  a saltine cracker with many bitter tears and ate his only 
meal of  the day. When they heard this man’s earnest pray-
ing, Lovehandle’s brothers threw off their camel disguise 
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and fell at his feet weeping, saying ‘Brother forgive us, for 
we have misjudged you. Truly you are more austere than 
us all!’ Lovehandle did not hold this matter against them 
but forgave them, and from then on, they called him by 
the name of  Lovehandle the Venerable.
 
The Vision of  Lovehandle the Venerable
One day Lovehandle grew weary of  being called this, 
even though it was followed by ‘the Venerable.’ He re-
solved to fast for a period of  time and did not get up 
from his mat for forty days and forty nights or until the 
source of  his plumpitude was revealed to him. The eve-
ning prior to the fortieth and last day, Lovehandle ob-
served he had yet to receive a sign, and he still retained 
his former suppleness. Discouraged, he said, ‘This has all 
been for nothing – tomorrow I will surely break my fast 
a day early.’ And then went to sleep on his mat. On the 
dawning of  the last day, Lovehandle was awakened by 
a voice like the blast of  a great kazoo that spoke across 
the waters saying, ‘Lovehandle the Venerable – I have 
your new name. But it is a private matter and I will not 
shout it. You must come here so I may whisper it to you.’ 
Lovehandle lamented that he could not swim and so he 
got up to eat. Before he could reach his bread, however, 
two wings of  fire sprouted out of  his back and carried 
him over the sea. When he came to the other side, he 
saw the shore identical to the one he left, and he saw 
his cave further inland. Upon entering, he saw a man 
lying there being tormented with many bees. Appalled, 
Lovehandle asked him, ‘Stranger, who are you, and how 
did you come to be in such a state?’ The man spoke say-
ing, ‘I am here in penance for my sin: a new sting for 
every bee I have inadvertently swallowed in my sleep.’ 
The man then turned over, and by his face was revealed 
to be none other than Lovehandle himself ! Lovehandle 
collapsed on the ground and wept saying, ‘This is why 
I have retained my flanks even though I am austere in 
my fasting! During the day I have been diligent in my 
asceticism, but by night I have been taking my fill of  bees 
whilst I sleep! Truly I am the foremost of  sinners, and I 
repent.’ At these words, the voice like the great blast of  
a kazoo came again, though now in softer, gentler tones, 
saying, ‘Well done. You used to be called Lovehandle 
the Venerable. But you no longer will be known as such. 
Henceforth you shall go by the name of  –’
“Debbie? Is there a Ms. Debra Clare here?” Debbie shut 
the book and sat up straight. 
“I’m here.”
“Ms. Clare it looks like you are scheduled for…” the 
dentist’s assistant glanced at her clipboard, “Oh my. 
Fourteen tooth extractions. Are you sure you’re ready?” 
Debbie appeared completely unperturbed at this news. 
A look of  such serenity washed over her face that any ac-
quaintance of  hers probably would not have recognized 
her in this current state. The quietude of  her soul seemed 
to fill the whole room. As the corners of  her mouth crept 
up to reveal a presently toothy smile, Debbie paused a 





Why the long face
Mercy Heiser
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shapewear ads stalk me everywhere on the internet.
women with soft, squishy bellies wiggle and squirm
into a dress, sour faces and their skin pooching out
into a cushy pillow, straining fabric in a gaudy display
and then they roll on some Brandy McBrands’
Certified Shapewear and smooth out their curves
and compress their divine cushion stomachs,
and lift their butts, and, most horrifically,
eradicate you, the hip dip
many of  us are naturally shaped
like the melodic, graceful violin,
so we call you violin hips,
our waists swooping in
one delightful curve,
going out, out, out
then deftly reversing
for a final smaller scoop,
chiseling a Stradivarius,
fashioned for the most mellifluous of
dancing and running and loving and climbing trees.
but when we compress you with the sleek fabric of  shapewear, 
(sometimes just so we can learn to love our bodies)
we smother your melody, and thirteen 
year old me grows up thinking 
her hips are weird and ugly and fat,
and not a lovingly handcrafted instrument 
just waiting for her to perform the song of  self-love.










Lydia Price There’s more to them
than meets the eye,
but eyes are all
we’re meeting these days.
Little did we know
how little they window anything
without the house plan
of  the face.
Somehow,
I imagined your nose
to be sharp.
Not like a crow or witch,
Just like the cut of  your hair
the cut of  your clothes.
I imagined your mouth
to look like the words you say.
I imagined it to look
like your voice.
Imagine my shock!
When the monochrome of  your mask 
slipped down,
your nose was like
a perfect little fairy mushroom.
Your mouth had a delightful
little crookedness.
There was a juxtapositional
softness in your face.
Here I live, astounded.




As the frost creeps from the tips of  grass to the edge of  
the pond it slowly freezes the wind-rippled water and 
leaves an ever-shrinking porthole to the murky, under-
water den. An alligator, at the bottom, pushes its rep-
tilian snout above the surface, its sharp teeth like por-
celain spikes resting on the dappled skin of  its powerful 
mandible. It allows the water to crystalize just below 
its nostrils forming a life preserving noose that clamps 
its jaws together, bottling its body while ensuring life. 
Trapped in the plate of  ice, the alligator can hear war-
bling echoes through the water, feel the indirect caresses 
of  fish as their delicate currents puff against its scaly 
skin, see the sunlight overhead splintering through the 
quartz ceiling. It wonders how much longer it will be 
until it can wriggle onto the bank again and lay in the 
sun. It begins to let its eyes roll back. Maybe… Maybe if  
















The world is not as it used to be. I do not remember, 
nor did my mother, but I cling to the ancient stories 
just as she used to. Long ago, before I understood how 
bleak my future would be, we laid together in the yel-
lowing grass, and she shared all she knew with me. She 
spoke of  the endless forest that once covered our clear-
ing, of  its leafy trees that stretched into the clouds. 
The ground was softer then, and fertile, and the rivers 
ran fast with sweet water. Wolves and bears stalked the 
land, but escape was always possible if  one was quick 
and clever enough. 
The strong and the brave are gone now, and all that 
remain are the intruders and their strange creations. 
The first ones cut down our forests and covered our 
waterways, and their descendants replaced them with 
straight, branchless trees and winding rivers of  black 
stone. Colorful angels pace the land, racing at impos-
sible speed. Their distant roars chase me through the 
day; the glow of  their eyes flash through my dreams. 
This is no longer our home. We are nomads here, 
forever fleeing the spread of  clearings we are killed 
for crossing. 
I hold onto my mother’s stories, but I am losing hope. 
The past haunts me even through my waking hours. I 
follow my relatives through eerily straight rows of  growth 
and imagine ancient trees towering around me. I drink 
from a briny, barren stone pool and watch the ripples 
transform into glints of  silver fish swimming by. Blinking 
red lights in the distance merge with strange moving stars 
in the night sky and multiply into dizzying constellations. 
I am sick and never full.
These visions might have left me had I passed them on to 
my son. He was my first, born too early, forced to nestle 
in frost instead of  dew. He was small but strong, and his 
father’s intelligence gleamed in his dark eyes. I was green 
and clumsy in my parenting, but I did the best any moth-
er could. I meant to share the stories with him, I wanted 
to give him the only burden worth carrying, but I was 
too slow. His spots had not yet faded when one of  the 
intruder’s strange wolves took him; a cruel bastardization 
of  what should have been an honorable death. 
We cannot go on this way. My sister used to prophesy of  
lands that have remained old, where even angels dare not 
to tread. She was less afraid of  angels than the rest of  us, 
and she confided in me once that grazing in their pres-
ence had gifted her with glorious visions. She claimed 
there was beauty in their harsh light; understanding 
whispered through the roar of  their passing. I had dis-
missed my sister’s words as obsession, but her promises 
echo in my ears. 
An older world still dances across the edge of  my sight, 
but it’s hollow now. The intruders have invaded our small 
area of  refuge, concealing themselves with false skins and 
strange creations. I dedicate all of  my energy toward 
keeping watch for them, checking for unfamiliar shadows 
among the fallen leaves. I have no time to recollect a life 
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that was never mine. I pay no mind to the memories of  
my son’s desperate screams, or my sister’s glassy eyes as 
her life bled out through a hole in her side. 
I am truly alone now. There is nobody left to dream with, 
nobody to dance with under the flat, dark sky. My people 
are scattered, driven to mistrust and fear by the incessant 
intruders. I am weak, my visions of  the old world are 
drenched in the blood of  my sister’s death. I have no 
hope for salvation in this broken world, except the angels. 
The blinding light of  their gaze once gave my sister pur-
pose. I pray they might show me what I am missing too. 
The dark path stretches far beyond what the night will 
show me, but I can already hear the familiar roar in the 
distance. I stand straight and tall on the warm stone and 
face the bright lights that race toward me. The thun-
der of  the angel fades into a distant ringing in my ears, 
despite the strange new wail that accompanies its cry. I 
look directly into its eyes. Behind them is a forest. Not 
our small, well-grazed patch of  trees, but old woods, full 
of  thick trunks and beautifully green leaves. A river cuts 
through them, brown and frothing with fresh rainwater. 
If  I step away now, allow the wind of  the angel’s passing 
to simply bring me to my knees, I could become a new 
prophet. I could take my sister’s place. 
But emerging from the thicket is a familiar figure. His 
legs are still thin, but hints of  antler now rise in mounds 
over his eyes. My son. He looks at me through the eyes 
of  the angel. I look at him, though the light blinds me. I 
step toward him, but the angel has already wrapped me 
in the harsh impact of  its embrace.
I’m sorry, dear herd. It’s too late for visions. This world 





I press my hip to the water-fountain button, 
Watching it spit and bubble into my bottle when
An oozing scent floods my mind
With the bloodless hands of  my father’s dad
Stiffening in an oiled coffin.
I look up.
The floral smell flows
From the room across the hall, 
unfurling itself  like
The winds of  Starry Night
From iridescent tongues of
A red-wrapped lily 
Carefully placed on 













The world was swirling around me,
My hair a chocolate crown.
Felt the sand between my toes
As I turned my face upward.
Opening eyes to murky green
And a vibrating sky above my nose.
So close that I could touch it, 
My fingers grazing the divide.
I could hear the agitated sky,
Its fingers constantly poking down.
I could hear him calling for me,
From far away on the other side.
It was me and the green
And heaven's fingers drumming my ears.
Caressing my senses 
And cradling me close.
But I felt the earth tugging me back,
Her burning claws in my chest.
I closed my eyes with a sigh







Mosquitos eat my legs
while fireflies dance in slow motion,
gently pulsing with my heart. 
The after rain smell
in my mind
and a place located long ago.
Paint stroke clouds
kiss my eyes
in pastel pinks and blues.
Streetlights yawning
as they spark,
and pool onto the street.
I stand alone with my eyes closed,
and for a moment
my blood
                is replaced
                                     with
                                               setting
                                                             sun.
Eyes open as I wonder—







Indiana Springs start brown. They’ll say it’s not winter 
anymore, but the only people who aren’t wearing coats 
are those whose families go on cruises or to beach hous-
es down south for Spring Break, and when they come 
back they’re the worst of  us all, bemoaning the need to 
exchange their shorts and tanktops once more for the 
sweaters and jeans and gloves that they need here still, 
amid the dusting of  snow at Easter. Most of  the time, we 
don’t even have the snow as a consolation prize, just a dry 
coldness in the air that slices through your lungs as you 
inhale and leads to cracked lips and hands. 
It never feels much like Spring, although I’ve never 
stopped expecting it to, like grass and leaves will have 
magically sprung up overnight when the calendar claims 
we’ve made it there. I think that’s because of  the brown-
ness—the empty fields stretching as far as you can see in 
any direction, the ground cracked and dusty and barren. 
There’s no life in those fields, then, and isn’t Spring sup-
posed to represent life?
Then, eventually, without us noticing, it starts to get 
warmer, and buds start forming unnoticed on the trees, 
and one day the precipitation comes down as rain in-
stead of  snow, and as it hits the dry ground with its 
warmth it’s as though the world wakes up and there’s 
the petrichor, the smell of  dust after rain; petrichor, a 
smell that comes from plants and bacteria—from life; 
petrichor, the scent of  Spring, a reminder that things 





what if i have nothing
Abby Pepin what if  i have nothing 
and my words have all run dry
what if  it feels hollow and frivolous
to write of  the view outside my bedroom window,
the quiet blazing of  the daffodils
on the hill beside my home
when the world beyond my yard is breaking
what if  it feels fiercely ordinary
to write of  the tangible rhythms of  my day,
the tangle of  coffee stains ringing across my desk
or the swelling of  hymns beneath my fingers
on the old piano in the living room
what if  it feels oddly futile
to write of  the chaos in my mind,
like casting into a muddy well
and hoping to find in my hands 
a drink worthy of  sating thirst
what if  i want to say 
something that matters,
hold out a flicker of  light
to illuminate something
bigger than myself
all i have is
 a tired mind
 an ordinary day
  a pen
what if  all i have
is enough?
here’s my meager bread and fish,
falling 
       into 




As I turn the wheel left into the driveway, I pull up to 
my grandparents’ house. The house looks small and 
unassuming; it yawns in the sunlight as I step out of  
my car. The surrounding town, like the house itself, 
is sleepy and quiet, taking on the age of  its residents. 
When I reach the front door, it is closed but unlocked 
as always. Despite its age, the house beams as I walk 
in. The floorboards creak a welcome that sounds more 
like a groan; they are louder than they once were...or 
perhaps the house is just quieter than it used to be. 
The silence that greets me when I first step inside never 
would have existed in childhood. 
When my grandparents notice my presence, they rush up 
to greet me with voices that are quieter than they were 
in childhood but no less enthusiastic. In the entryway, 
we clumsily reunite, stumbling over greetings and sen-
tences as we figure out how to fall back into old familiar 
rhythms. After the passage of  time, these days hardly 
bear resemblance to childhood and the house looks dif-
ferent after time away. Like the creaking floorboards, ev-
erything looks and sounds a little older now—my grand-
parents who inhabit the house, the dusty table near the 
door, my own reflection. But some things feel similar, too. 
When my grandmother greets me, her voice is as soft and 
smooth as the scoops of  ice cream she used to serve at 
childhood sleepovers. 
As a child, I sat here in the same wooden chair counting 
the time on my fingers, ticking off each year standing 
between me and adulthood. Now that I’ve arrived, I 
sometimes wonder why I was so eager to count them 
away. As I settle into my seat at the table beside my fam-
ily and grandparents, my brother prays and everyone 
closes their eyes except for me. While no one is watch-
ing, I glance around the table and observe the way time 
has changed us. 
My dad and grandmother squeeze their eyes shut in 
the same way, their fingers folded on the table in front 
of  them. My grandfather unconsciously pets the dog 
sitting beside him (who is waiting anxiously for him to 
drop a scrap of  food.) My brother, who was mistaken 
as my twin in childhood, is now taller than me and has 
laughter written into the curve of  his smile. And my 
mother, who looks similar to me and holds seriousness 
in her knit brow, adjusts her glasses with her eyes still 
shut. Their faces portray less change than I expect. 
Everyone looks older but wears the same recognizable 
smiles as they did in childhood. 
However, one thing is undoubtedly different today; 
adulthood, which once only existed as a far off promise 
to giggle over, is my reality now. Adulthood fit awkwardly 
when I tried it on during childhood and often still feels 
unnatural now. However, it grows more comfortable as it 
settles over my shoulders more regularly. Even as I stand 
suspended between childhood and adulthood, unsure of  
which one to claim as my own, I notice childhood fitting 
more loosely with each day that passes. 
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When my family begins talking again, I realize my 
brother has finished praying, so I direct my gaze back 
to the table before anyone notices my distraction. My 
grandmother passes the mashed potatoes and asks me, 
“What’s new?”
And I want to tell her, “Everything.” 
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I sit criss-cross
on the speckled carpet
wondering faintly
if  you own a vacuum— 
my room at school
could have gone the year
without such a cleaning 
if  my roommate had not bothered.
You have two cats now;
they are cute but largely avoid me.
They give me 
an excuse for laundry
when I return home
to a cat allergic mother
with clothes that stink
of  the weed you smoke.
I remember
the first time
I noticed this new skunky interest
through your open car door
in the church parking lot.
The smell hung around,
an unwanted guest in my nostrils
for the rest of  the night.
When I go home
this afternoon
my mom asks how you are— 
I tell her that
you moved out of  your parents’ house.
You have an apartment,
and a roommate.
You are learning to cut hair.
I do not tell her that
your roommate is your boyfriend.
I remember the summer
you spent on the coast,
in South Carolina
with your aunt.
You were away from home,
really, for the first time.
I called you in tears
after my first breakup.
Just As I Did
Hannah Tienvieri
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When you came back
you told me
of  how you lost your virginity.
I loved you then,
just as I did
on quiet autumn mornings
when we had stayed up,
fueled by video games and movies,
until the sun peeked
into your room
to chide us into sleep.
I love you now,
just as I did
at Youth Group
on dark Wednesday evenings
when we hugged each other
tight—a fierce reminder
of  comfort and compassion
amidst high school woes.




if  it had not been
the second most popular girl’s name
in 2000 and 
1999 and 1998.
 
But we were never really the same.
And I leave your apartment
wondering what that means.
How do I love you
when I do not know you?
What does love look like now
that we are grown up
and living on our own?
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smells like teen spirit
and nirvana 
and cigarettes.
crowded boxes with keyboard tables
and songs stolen from dreams.




But your eyes were young and bright, always
You got your teeth fixed a month before 
we never saw you again
I’m not afraid to smile anymore, 
You showed us your yellows 
and they were pearls to me. 











She rubbed the face of  a saint between her fingers, 
worn past the point of  recognition. The amulet would 
become an heirloom in the days ahead, but for now it 
was hers and hers alone. Sweat beaded on her brow as 
she struggled to cling to life. The level of  exhaustion 
that she felt was unlike anything she had ever experi-
enced, so much so that she lay on her hospital bed with 
a slack jaw and closed eyes. Her small frame was weak; 
skin hung on her bones, the physical manifestation of  
the defeat she was feeling. 
Losing that battle was a certainty; no one escapes 
death. What differentiates us is how much we are able 
and willing to fight it. When things got tough, she 
squared up; a fire was lit inside her and her stubborn 
demeanor forced her past each premature expiration 
date that they set for her.
And so, she lay there, rubbing the face of  this unknown 
saint, lacking the strength to do anything else. The rat-
tling of  her breath was the only organic sound in the 
room; beeps and puffs of  machinery filled the silence.
A small chunk of  metal, no bigger than a quarter. Each 
time she rubbed it she left something behind; a shadow 
of  her worries, a remnant of  her will. It was imbued with 
her essence. In her absence, it would provide a connec-
tion deeper than words on paper; something more tan-
gible than memory or feeling. A connection to one who 
had left us, an eternal window to her soul. 
A depressing scene. At a glance, there was no joy in that 
hospital room, but a glance hardly tells the whole story. 
Family surrounded her, sullen and glassy-eyed. They hid 
their fears from each other; better to leave it inside.
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Tiny toffee colored toes
 and fingers curl
  tight
  around mine.
Chubby arm
 rests
 ‘round my neck.
Tuft of  ebony on your head
 wispy  and  light
   brushes ‘cross my brow.
   Cocoa eyes
    that look at me when the
     skin around them
    wrinkles with the little
     folds that bookend  your grin.
        Soft baby lips twist up
        From which erupts a  giggle
        When mama says  “That’s my girl”
         You know   you’re not.




            Now
            tiny toffee
           colored toes and fingers
           curl tight
          fist
          clenches  mine.
          Chubby  arms
          like a   noose
          ‘round my  neck
      Mane of  ebony on your head
      plasters to our brows
      with sweat.
     Coffee eyes
     look at me
     when the skin around them
     wrinkles
 into ravine
  cradled
  rivers that
   race
     around
   your
     frown.
  Parched baby lips twist
     down
     from which
      erupts a
in which the state takes away my sister
Grace Bennett
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            blood curdling scream
    When mama weeps;
       “It’s okay, babygirl”
      You know it’s not.
  You are gone
   but
   you’re still







I met Ana when I was 13.
Her pervasive essence was sweet, quiet. She made me 
feel like I was someone who was capable of  harnessing 
life itself. At the brink of  adolescence when identity was 
crucial to my existence, that gift Ana provided for me 
meant the world. My circle of  friends was small then, but 
Ana always stood by my side. Likewise, I clung to her. We 
were inseparable. 
Few people paid attention to me the way Ana did. She 
was always concerned about my health, my appear-
ance, and my social life. She made sure I was plugged 
in with the right people and things at all times so that I 
no longer dealt with bouts of  uncertainty surrounding 
my antisocial behavior. 
It took me two years to realize the latent toxicity of  
her nature. 
I should have noticed within the first month of  our 
friendship. My family took a drive to the local Culvers 
for dinner. Ana had not been invited, but she came along 
anyway. I didn’t mind, of  course, because she was my 
friend. As we slid into the navy plastic booths of  the fast-
food restaurant, my dad went to fetch trays of  fried food 
for the family—minus Ana. 
He slid a fried pork tenderloin sandwich under my nose; 
one of  my favorites. I lifted it to my mouth when I felt a 
slight jolt in my side. Ana was pulling on my sleeve reluc-
tantly, shaking her head. Being her shy self, she didn’t vocal-
ize anything. I only made it a quarter of  the way through 
my sandwich before Ana’s jabs became too bothersome.
“You can eat more if  you want, sweetheart,” my father said. 
My brother, eleven at the time, looked perplexed. “You 
always eat the whole thing.”
Ana stuck her tongue out at him. Confusion began to set in 
as I surveyed her, but in that moment, she found her voice. 
“You’re not hungry,” she said. “This will only make you 
fat. Just tell them that.”
“I’m just not hungry.” I poked the slab of  crisp meat with 
my fork as Ana settled comfortably beside me. She was 
no longer jabbing my side. 
My family exchanged a few short looks, but none beyond 
superficial concern. 
My mother, on the other hand, seemed hesitant of  Ana’s 
presence. Ana kept telling me that she didn’t like my mom; 
that my mom was possessive of  me and didn’t care how I 
ended up in the long run. She spoke quietly, however, and 
remained rather stagnant until my fourteenth birthday. 
Around then Ana found her voice. I wished then that 
she would have stayed quiet. Ana would often scream 
into my ear until all other voices became nonexistent 
figments of  my mind. She became possessive of  me, 
fighting my desire to make friends by bludgeoning me 
with vile words. I tried to cut off our friendship, but 
Ana’s grasp was too tight. 
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“Let go,” I would cry, but her claws dug into my skin 
deeper still. 
Within a series of  three months, my bones began pro-
truding from my back. Four months, my ribcage. Five, 
my arms and legs. Six, my face. Slowly, Ana began eat-
ing away at the very existence she had promised me. 
I managed to hide her to the best of  my ability, but 
my greatest efforts were still in vain. When she walked 
into a room with me, everyone fell silent. Ana was no 
longer a part of  me; she had possessed me. 
***
I have a vague memory of  my mom screaming at her in 
the car. I had pulled my bony knees to my flat chest in 
order to stop the shivering, despite it being 80 degrees 
outside. My mom looked at me, her eyes blank.
“Are you cold?” She had asked softly. I nodded. 
She broke her gaze. I could tell by the faint quake in 
her voice that she was holding back tears. This was 
rare for my mother, the lawyer, who was as strong and 
resilient as they come.
“Sorry, honey, I’ve turned the heat up as much as I 
could.” She allowed a few moments of  silence to pass 
as we drove to my appointment, but spoke nonethe-
less. “Where do you want to go for lunch?”
It was as if  she had uttered a crime. Ana began scream-
ing the instant my mother’s voice reached my ears. 
“You cannot, you already ate too much for breakfast, 
and now look at your stomach. It’s all blown up. You 
cannot, you cannot, you cannot.”
I shifted uncomfortably. “I’m not hungry.” 
Ana fell quiet. Unfortunately, so did my mother. I 
watched as her grip on the steering wheel hardened; 
her knuckles turned white. Quickly, she took a sharp 
turn into the parking lot of  our church and threw the 
car in park. Only then did I note the tear-stained cheeks 
on my mother’s face. I had never seen her cry until then. 
“I need you to eat,” she cried. “Last week the doctor 
said he won’t approve you to play basketball if  you lose 
another pound. He’s scared that one day, you’ll have a 
heart attack because you’re so deprived of  nutrients.”
Her voice steadily rose, and her eyes continued to fill. 
“She’s lying,” Ana whispered to me. “That can’t happen.”
“One day, Madi, you’re going to try to have children, 
and you won’t be able to, because when you were a 
teenager you starved yourself  for nearly a year and did 
irreversible damage to your body and internal organs.”
“Tell her to shut up,” Ana said. My heartrate quickened 
as the conflict of  voices rang relentlessly in my head. 
“I don’t want you to be one of  the ten who die from 
anorexia,” my mom sobbed. “I love you so much. Your 
dad loves you. Your friends love you. Your brother—
he’s so worried, Madi, because he loves you.” 
Ana had flinched at the mention of  her full name. She 
slowly sulked away, retreating to a part of  my being 
that suddenly left me feeling worthless and aware of  
my illness. I pulled the hood of  my sweatshirt over my 
head so that my mother could not see me cry. 
She wiped her tears, took a big breath, and pulled the 
car out of  the parking lot. “We’re going to be late.”
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***
Ana slowly began to fade after that appointment. She 
was reduced from a part of  my being to a part of  my 
brain. Although she had been there all along, she lost 
much of  her power over me. No longer did Ana occu-
py the very essence of  who I was. By the time I was 16, 
I found the identity Ana had used to manipulate me. 
She still exists with me; her voice is taunting, and it is 





absence - a haibun
Hannah Tienvieri
 The class is loud around us. 
It is the beginning, or possibly the midway break, of  the three-hour-long high school course of  combined litera-
ture, religion, and history to which I am one-and-a-half  years committed. This is a place of  laughter and coffee, 
of  Turkish-Delight, inside jokes, and carefully chosen gifts for our well-loved teacher. 
 The class is loud around us. 
We three stand alone. The noise gives her freedom to speak quietness into our hearts. She was absent last Wednesday, 
she had been in the hospital. She was almost not here today, absent forever.
 We have seen the scars on her arms for months now; at sixteen I didn’t know it could get scarier than that. 
      I am silent.
I am glad our companion is not. She has the words of  love for our friend that I cannot free from the clamp of  
stillness in my chest.
    The shelf  in the back
    is tall and brown. Over us





The room feels like poetry—
the dim lights bathing it in a gentle golden hue,
the rain pouring down outside,
its sound interrupted only by cracks of  thunder.
It could be nine am
or six pm, I couldn’t say—
it’s that in-between time
when nothing feels set in stone, 





so it is written and unavoidable and surrendered





Timber towers stand guard,
silent and straight.
Sentinels of  the cedar church,
dark wood hiding darker.
Step back and step further in;
part the trees and push past.
Impression, depression.
A mystery beneath the forest,
a hole, a rift between my time
and yours.
Shadows on shadows layered,
built black out of  deep stone.
Step through.
Twin monoliths burn dull against a duller sky.
The grey weight pushes,
falls down to meet itself,
reflected, equal and opposite,
on the surface of  a slate lake.
Heavy Wonder
Luke Seeman Fascination and fear flow
in smooth knots from heart to head,
black atomic energy
writhing through wrought-iron skeletons.
Turn away, take the first steps
up the wide, empty road.
Begin the long, lonely walk to nowhere.
Let the sullen sky open above you,
soak your skin with hesitant awe;
Heavy wonder, heavy rain. 
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The fountain of  youth, I have heard
Is what many men have searched for.
     I have already found it
                                          or rather,
He continues to find me.
     I do not now feel
                                Immortal,
yet,
          inevitably,
I will be suspended in
An undying realm.




       it is inconceivable – 
how will I last eternity? 
Earthly lives are strewed 
                                         with ends:
ends of  
            days,
ends of  
             seasons,
ends of  
             years.
Maybe there will be 
no more waiting for the 
ends of  
            things,
Only living,












After a few moments of  consideration, Lori was ready to fly.
As a precaution, she had laid out cushions around her 
platform, which just happened to be the armrest of  the 
family sofa in the living room. She’d planted these cush-
ions strategically in places where she suspected that she 
would fall if  she didn’t get it on her first few tries since, 
this time, Dad wasn’t here to catch her.
It was probably unnecessary, but still very smart. 
She put her hands on her hips and scanned over the 
sea of  pillows she had made. Her chest swelled with 
pride. That’ll do the trick, Lori. Her dad’s voice. She 
smiled and began to try and take off, spreading her 
arms out. Here we go.
“Loraine?” It was Mom. She was coming down the stairs 
which led into the living room. “Loraine! What is this 
mess?” She gestured to the cushions, her body sagging a 
bit as she did so.
“They’re a precaution,” Lori said, letting her arms 
fall to her side and glancing ruefully at her mom. Her 
hair was pulled back into a ponytail so loose that fly-
aways sprouted all around her head, leaving only a few 
strands left in her hair tie. Over her t-shirt, she wore a 
flannel that was only buttoned in three, random spots.
She’s a mess, too. Lori felt a tinge of  guilt after thinking it. 
Dad would never say that.
“A precaution for what?!” Mom asked. “Cushions 
shouldn’t be on the floor! They could get all dirty; 
who knows what we’ve tracked in!” Mom paused and 
took a deep breath. “Now, go on, pick this all up. And 
get off  that armrest while you’re at it. I don’t want 
you to fall.”
“I won’t,” Lori said, lifting her arms up again as if  she were 
a bird or plane. She wasn’t sure which would work best, so 
she figured that it wouldn’t hurt to do a little of  both.
Mom sighed. She did that a lot, lately. “Lori, get down 
from there, or you’ll be in big trouble.”
“In a minute.”
“Now.”
Lori looked back at the cushions, and her eyes betrayed 
her as tears started to well up. Her whole body burned 
and shook, her arms feeling heavy as she kept them 
raised up. She missed Dad. She liked Mom, but Dad 
had been fun.
He’d want her to fly, wouldn’t he? He would. She could 
picture him smiling at her for her bravery and her smart 
use of  the cushions. He’d tell Mom to let Lori have her 
fun and stand ready to catch her, just in case.
Well, Dad wasn’t here. He couldn’t catch her. But Lori 
knew how to do this; he’d taught her how. Lori took 
a deep breath, ignoring how it hitched, and jumped.
She scrunched her eyes closed tight, waiting to feel 
the soft cushions catch her, or, hopefully, the air flying 
through her hair as she took flight. She felt neither.
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Instead, she felt her mother’s arms clamp around her 
torso. Lori’s impact made her totter a bit, but her mother 
did not fall.
Lori was crying now. She buried her head in Mom’s 
shoulder. “I miss him.” The words were muffled, but Lori 
didn’t care.












i sit in the armchair.
knees pulled to my chest,
toes curled into cushion-cracks,
hands scarfed beneath a
mug lip, face dewed by
tea-steam.
my sister sits 
on the floor, legs
at three o’clock, creasing 
the woman’s face with
a pencil tip. 
that is how He must do it,
i think.
pressing His thumbnail into 
our fleshy faces, waiting 
until He can cup them and











In Search of Lost Milk
Abbey Chandler
Milk. Cardboard, unassuming carton. It was simple 
enough: walk in, walk to the milk, pick up the same milk 
I always bought, walk to the register. Then I just had to 
take out my card, put in the chip, punch in my pin, and 
that was that. From the register I could let my instinct 
take over and flee back to my 2004 Honda waiting in the 
parking lot. Simple.
I pictured myself  performing this procedure every time I 
went to the grocery store, be it for one item or 27. I would 
walk through the route in my head, thinking, “... walk 18 
feet down aisle 17, then turn left at the Poptarts…” 
On what I thought would be a restorative Saturday, a bless-
ed day off from teaching the written word to a group of  le-
thargic 7th graders, I staggered into the kitchen and the first 
thing I did was boil the magic bean water. Then I poured 
Pumpkin Spice Life cereal (which I kept stored in my pan-
try in such a vast quantity that I could eat it all year) into a 
red bowl with a built-in straw, an engineering miracle highly 
overrated by the rest of  the adult world. I poured the cereal, 
however, only to find that the cardboard of  the milk carton 
had kept me from discovering sooner that a mere two table-
spoons of  milk remained in said carton. Despair welled in 
me as I felt how light the carton was.
“Half  gallon my butt,” I muttered to myself. I always 
finished the milk long before the due date and repeatedly 
regretted not purchasing an entire gallon. But trying new 
things hadn’t been my strong suit for the first twenty-four 
years of  my life, and that wasn’t about to change now.
This deep regret mingled with despair was what brought 
me to the point of  being willing to put on pants that were 
not plaid, flannel, or lilac purple and interact with life 
forms in the outside world on a Saturday in mid-No-
vember. I donned the essentials: a gray sweatshirt I had 
permanently borrowed from my brother Charlie before 
either of  us had gone to college, jeans, bra, car keys.
Sitting in the gray Honda in the Meijer parking lot, I ex-
haled on my frigid fingers to warm them. The heat in my 
car had been on the fritz since last winter, and I’d conve-
niently forgotten to fix it between April and our unseason-
ably warm October. Now I sat in my arctic car, regretting 
every choice I had ever made with regards to domestic 
success: no heat in my car, no milk in my red straw-bearing 
bowl, no cozy pajamas on my unshaven legs.
I took a deep breath and pulled the silver door handle, 
pushed myself  up and out of  the pleather seat. Bitter 
cold stung my face and whipped through the fabric of  
my down coat. It was almost enough to drive me back 
into my also-freezing car, but the mental image of  that 
freaking dry cereal sitting on my speckled white linoleum 
countertop gave me the motivation necessary to wrap my 
arms around myself  and leave my car behind. 
The snow from Thursday night’s storm now lay packed 
into slick, mud-stained patches across the asphalt. A 
shopping cart pushed by an invisible wind monster scur-
ried towards an unassuming Dodge minivan in hopes 
of  being let in out of  the cold, the wheels of  the cart 
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screeching for help. A toddler screamed at his mommy 
for not buying green cupcakes. 
“It is a hopeless, miserable world, my friend,” I mumbled 
under my breath. “Get used to it now before you have to 
pay your own taxes and everything gets worse.”
The boy continued wailing.
Upon successfully entering Meijer, I followed my prede-
termined path. I power-walked as fast as my sports-loath-
ing self  could to the bottom of  aisle 17, turned right, and 
made it flawlessly to where the Frosted Cupcake Poptarts 
signaled me to turn left. But my plan abruptly died as I 
wheeled around the corner and smashed my head into 
something hard. I stumbled back, disoriented, and the sol-
id object put its arm around me to keep me from falling. 
“I’m so sorry,” it said. “That was my fault!”
In my head I was swearing, but swearing out loud re-
quired talking in the earshot of  others, so the profanities 
remained contained.
The hand left my back, and I put my own hand on the 
shelf  beside me to steady myself.
“Are you okay?” the thing asked.
I realized I was eye level with a strapping torso in a navy 
blue Adidas hoodie and tried to avoid this discomfort by 
lifting my gaze. Mistake. I now made eye contact with the 
owner of  said torso, and I had not been prepared for this. 
As stars retreated from my vision, I saw eyes that looked 
like a piece of  spin-art made with mud and melted cop-
per; above the eyes was a brow furrowed in concern. 
“Wha… what?” I stammered, minor dizziness persisting 
with my social discomfort.
“Are you okay? Did I hurt you?”
I looked past him over his shoulder to stave off the dread-
ed eye contact. His short hair was the same shining cop-
per as his eyes. Words fought to get out of  my throat, 
but it took a few seconds of  awkward silence to find the 
motivation to let them into the world. “Yes, fine. Why?” 
Great job, idiot, I thought. You know why.
“I walked into you. And you seemed unsteady. But you’re 
okay now?” His concern was somewhere between stupid 
and sweet. 
“Oh, yeah! Everything is great!”
He smiled and shifted the basket on his arm. “Good. 
Sorry about that again. I’m normally better at looking 
where I’m going.” 
“Cool. Well, milk.” Well, milk.
He cocked his head, again furrowing the perfect skin on 
his forehead. “I’m sorry. Milk?”
“Yeah… I just came for milk, so I’m gonna…” I studied 
the aglets on my purple converse. He was wearing Con-
verse too--green. “I’m gonna go do that now. I mean get 
that now. I am just gonna go over to that fridge section 
over there and… and get some good old dairy. For my 
cereal.” Walk away now, my brain said. Temporarily out of  
order, my legs replied.
“Oh, of  course.” He turned his shoulders as a nod for 
me to pass.
I tried to take an especially large step to escape this dread-
ful situation faster, but the toe of  my back foot caught on 
his green shoe and I tripped.
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He reached out his arms as a reflex and steadied me on 
my feet again. “You sure you’re okay?”
“Yes.” I was relatively certain that my face was the color 
of  Strawberry Poptart filling. 
He smiled, turning his cheeks into Shar Pei wrinkles. 
“Okay, then. I guess I’ll get out of  your way so you can 
go get your milk!”
“K, see you tomorrow.” What I always said to my stu-
dents when they left. Not my intention here. 
I charged out of  the aisle, wishing I could die from em-
barrassment--just pass away on the floor in the middle of  
Meijer. Prostrate and milkless. Maybe my mom would 
come to my apartment later to play with the grandcat 
and make sure I’d fed Gandalf  the Gray his delectable 
canned chicken liver this morning, only to find my lonely 
Life cereal on the counter: hollow straw, Pumpkin Spice 
Life spicing no one’s life because I’d be here, lifeless. She 
might hang around for a while before looking for a phys-
ical address list I don’t have in hopes of  calling someone 
who might know where I was. Eventually, perhaps, she 
would call the police. Officer, she might say, my hopelessly 
single daughter seems to have wandered off. No, she probably is not 
out with a friend; she tells me every time she does something social 
because she knows how good it makes me feel.
Before Mom-in-my-head had had a chance to set me 
up with Officer Dreamboat who rescued children from 
heartless thugs, I reached the refrigerator wall and 
opened the door, removing the half  gallon carton. My 
hands were more sweaty than the carton would be by the 
time I got it home.
“Hello again!” 
The voice coming from two yards behind me took me off 
guard. As I whirled around, the moisture of  my palms 
combined with the rapid-fire stormtrooper shooting of  
my amygdala, and I watched the full carton leap from 
my hands. It soared majestically through the air and 
smashed into a creamy explosion bigger than the cow 
from which it had come--right at the feet of  the man 
from aisle 17. White liquid launched itself  all over the 
khakis of  the beautiful, copper-eyed man. 
My whole body tensed, and my lungs violently expanded 
before freezing in place.
My milk carton obliterated. Just like my dreams of  cereal 
and not being noticed.
His head began to lift from staring at his soggy shoes.
I fled.
I ran past the man. I sped past the millions of  onlookers 
I felt, their all-seeing eyes drilling into my exposed spirit.
“I just forgot to get cheese!” he called after me.
The floral section blurred past me on my right, the aro-
ma of  Gerber daisies not penetrating my humiliation. I 
wove through people checking out and cashiers ringing 
up cookies, the beep of  barcodes normally insufferable 
to my ears barely even reached them at this moment of  
mortal danger.
I came to the parking lot, tiptoeing speedily as I picked 
my way around the ice. Reaching my car and fumbling 
in the pocket of  my poofy, poofy coat for my keys, I 
imagined the employees chasing me down the aisles 
and out the door, pulling out whistles to shriek at me. 
Maybe they’d call the police because I had broken and 
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not bought, as every third-grader could tell you would 
be proper protocol in such a situation. 
As I screeched around corners and zoomed through 
lights that had been yellow for too long, I thought about 
how stupid I was not to look where I’d been going when I 
had tried to turn left at the top of  aisle 17. If  I hadn’t hit 
him then he wouldn’t have spoken to me when I’d gone 
to the dairy section and I wouldn’t have gotten scared 
and thrown the fricken-fracken milk at his feet.
I wheeled into a parking space outside my apartment 
building and took the stairs two at a time to get to the 
third floor, then shoved my key in the dead bolt and twist-
ed. I jumped inside and slammed the door, locking it for 
safety. Finally, I dropped my weight against the door and 
tried to catch my breath. 
From the door I could see into the kitchen. I could see 
the counter. And I could see on the counter a lonely red 
bowl. 








You spoke the universe into existence,
This I know.
But I like to think of  you
In a lecture-hall in Berlin,
Chalk in hand,
With your eyes ahead,
Inventing the variables
That created gravity,
That formed the dance
Of  the orbit of  the planets.
You built the universe
On pieces of  scrap paper and on blackboards
In a room lit by the yellow light
Of  the not-yet sky,
Imagining the Everything
That would be constructed.
You wrote out the formuli
That bound the cords of  Orion.
You calculated the tilt
Of  the planet Uranus towards the sun.
The Physicist
Elise A. Wixtrom And you imagined that German man
Who would first understand
The relationship between energy and matter
As you wrote it out yourself
For the first time.
You saw it all as clearly
As you saw the Pleiades
As you saw the scope
Of  all human knowledge -
Pythagoras and his triangles,
Fibonacci and his spirals,
Copernicus and his spheres.
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two hundred years ago it was dirt and stone
it was unformed by man, complete in only nature.
a jutting point into the freshwater sea -
and there, then, as the mine came in
a port for it was formed out of  the
natural harbour of  the place.
a dock and a roadway they chiseled
out of  the once unyielding earth;
trains and iron laid in wait
for transport or turnabout.
and now the sky reflects down
all rose-coloured and remembering
on the ever-changing, never-faltering
water of  it;
where the boats steamed powerful into dock
it is now unused, defunct.
only a monument to export.
now, in the dim half-twilight
the sound of  the city lays
gently and murmuring out on it
creating a place of  peace beside
endless fathoms of  cold water -
two hundred years ago it was dirt and stone,
now memory laid its hand on the place,
and the beauty of  it was restored to
not unlike how it was before.







she sat on my kitchen counter,
legs crossed, hair in a bun,
a waif  of  a girl,
with the void and the ocean
on her tongue.
the morning and the evening star
in her eyes.
i boiled a kettle of  water
as she watched.
“i want to have some rest,” i said,
with an aching in my neck,
“i want to find some peace
on this side of  the divide.”
and she got down off the counter,
took the words right off my lips,
pinned them with magnets to the refrigerator








A day at the beach
Luke Zobel
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the summer sun has long “waterfalled”
past tire tracks on notebook roads
asphalt lumberjacks of  smoke-piston shoulders
bumper sticker formulas of  wildcats and city streets and
—honesty—
warm rain falling hard on the sore throats of  Alabama football
roll tide, roll!
propane aromas and Walmart cement
lessons in patience and playing the ukulele:
i miss my old guitar
years of  traffic cones and Key Lime pies and
moonlit hikes around the base of  Devil’s Tower
palm trees masturbating to the titillation
of  New Orleans jazz and Disneyland Mickey ears
have taught me that home is a relative word
spun of  FaceTime dates and 3am dreams
screenshots crowd my desktop background, lined in rows, smiling you!
texts of  hey, i’m in New York now! hi, i’m back again!
while a Rubix cube solves through the faces of  the hour
and the numbers of  the day, awake 9am to 10
pm while A Thousand Years plays on the old headset
one history paper blends into another
one text waits breathless for another
and often stays waiting
for days




Monarch blooms and California births a
distant memory like the humming of  the fireplace
once the fire’s gone out:
cold, cold, cold
but the fan still hums, lowing like a cow
trying to warm her newborn calf  while indigent 
woodpeckers tap forever on the forest outside
the bathroom window in the still morning air:






Visual Art Elizabeth | p. 67 | Tim Hudson
 Untitled | p. 47 | Tim Hudson
 Consumed | p. 74 | Christiana Russell
 
Prose Roots | p. 7 | Madison Howland
 In Search of  Lost Milk  | p. 83 | Abigail Chandler
 The Little Pilot | p. 75 | Anna Molendorp
 
Poetry conspiracy | p. 12 | Abby Pepin
 Gently | p. 70 | Jenna King




Grace Bennett is 22 years old and plans to graduate May of  2022 with a bachelor’s degree 
in Religion. She would like to thank the Tomas-Deleon children, the Bennett family and 
the Spiegel family for the influence of  their faithful hearts and vibrant minds.
Abby Braswell
Abby grew up in Upland, Indiana. When she was younger, she had a creative and inventive 
mind which inspired her artistic endeavors as she got older. She is currently a Senior with a 
graphic arts major and plans on teaching and doing freelance work after college.
Ruth Brown
Ruth Brown is a senior Graphic Arts major with a concentration in Illustration. She loves 
to tell stories through her images and finds inspiration in all forms of  storytelling like film, 
literature, and videogames. She particularly enjoys character and conceptual design. 
Cullen Carrera
Cullen Carrera is an Act Six Scholar and Film Major. He grew up in Brazil and Peru, 
and intends to use the power of  video storytelling to make an impact regarding global 




Abbey Chandler is an English major from Simsbury, Connecticut. She has served as an ed-
itorial assistant with Relief  Journal and interned with Evan Guthrie Law Firm in Charles-
ton, South Carolina. Having a passion for using literature to connect people, Abbey hopes 
to own a bookstore someday. 
Gwynneth Craddock
Gwynneth is a junior social work major from California who wants to work in a special 
needs capacity. She is proud to live in Gerig. For the moment, she lives out her wishes to 
explore the world through reading and writing books, short stories, and poetry, and playing 
musical instruments.
Heidi Dalton
Heidi Dalton is a sophomore Film major at Taylor University. She loves expressing herself  
creatively through photography and videography and is glad to pursue it as her major.
Joseph Ford
Joseph Ford is a senior film major with minors in literature and philosophy. He enjoys 
making things and then forgetting to give them titles.
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Julia Frontz
Julia Frontz is passionate about writing, coffee, and relationships. She is in flawed but con-
tinual pursuit of  connection with God and the people around her. She is driven to create 
by the beauty she observes in the mundane moments of  daily life.   
Ella Harris
Ella, a junior English Literature major, wrote her first poem to fulfil a class assignment. 
In rebellion against the notion that she must produce a poem, she wrote about the most 
insignificant item which came to mind: a staple. After dusting her hands of  her deed, she 
felt a prick and realized that poetry had attached itself  to her.
Madison Hartz
Madison Hartz is a junior Chemistry major living on 2Breu with her “froomie” Elisabeth. 
She enjoys watching Psych with Rose, working with all of  the analytical instruments in 
the lab (stop by to see things get vaporized in the Atomic Absorption Spectrometer), and 
spending time with her fiancé.
Kyle Hayward
Kyle Hayward is a junior studying Finance and Sport Management. He hails from In-




Mercy Heiser is a junior graphic arts major with a focus in illustration. She enjoys finding 
beauty in unique places and celebrating it in her work.
Mia Hershberger
Mia is a sophomore Illustration major from Pennsylvania with a passion for visual story-
telling. She loves working in a variety of  mediums, from watercolor to digital media, and 
occasionally photography. In her free time, she also likes good books, spending time out-
side, and being with friends and family.
Madison Howland
Madison is a junior English Education Major whose mission in life is to cultivate an atmo-
sphere of  home and family for the people around her, no matter where they might be. She 
believes in the power of  raw authenticity, childlike wonder, and radical empathy. 
Tim Hudson




Jenna King is a sophomore English literature major. She enjoys art of  all kinds but has a 
special love for creative writing and literature. In her work, she seeks to reveal the beauty 
and intricacies found within the ordinary.
Jessica Marcum
Jessica Marcum is a sophomore, psychology major and photography minor. She loves be-
ing able to capture the beautiful things that tend to be overlooked, and moments that go 
unnoticed. In her free time, she loves to play soccer and spend time with her friends.
Grace Meharg
Grace is a lover of  words and pad thai. She hopes to offer you a space to pause and listen 
to that which lies within and without.
Anna Molendorp
Anna Molendorp is a freshman Professional Writing major. She has loved writing and tell-
ing stories ever since she read The Boxcar Children in first grade. Her other hobbies include 
reading, knitting, crocheting, and worldbuilding.
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Charis Negley
Charis Negley is a freshman professional writing major from Wilmington, DE. She loves 
working on her novel manuscript, playing clarinet in Taylor’s wind ensemble, and reading 
as many books as possible. 
Emily Pawlowski
Emily Pawlowski is a Professional Writing major and recent graduate from Logansport, 
Indiana. Her interests include reading weird stories, writing weird stories, and enjoying 
local trails. 
Abby Pepin
Abby is a junior English creative writing major with a minor in Psychology. She often 
writes as a form of  prayer, and hopes that her words can remind others they’re not alone. 
Her idea of  the best day includes adventure – whether that’s found in a book or on a 
mountain trail.
Lydia Price
Lydia Price is a freshman English education major with a love for the written word. She 
mostly writes poems but occasionally writes fiction, and if  you want to see her in her writ-
ing element, just head to the laundry room of  English Hall. All praise to the Author of  life.
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Andi Reber
Andi Reber is a Biology Secondary Education major with a Studio Art minor. She is a na-
tive Uplander and lives on 3rd West Olson. Andi spends most of  her free time riding horses 
(she is part of  the Taylor Equestrian Team), reading, or creating art. 
Christina Russell
Christina loves taking pictures on her phone on the rare occasion that her storage isn’t full. 
Venmo her so she can afford more storage.
Joel Russell
Joel Russell is a sophomore social studies education major, and he’s from Colorado Springs, 
Colorado, but his hometown is Cincinnati, Ohio. At Taylor, he loves co-hosting his radio 
show, having conversations about culture and music, living on first west Wengatz, and 
playing basketball. He also served as the head coach of  the West-Jay Middle School sixth 
grade girls basketball team this year.
Naomi Schelp
Naomi is a freshman from southeastern Pennsylvania.  She has enjoyed taking pictures 
for many years now and her favorite thing to photograph are flowers and sunset/sunrises. 
Thanks to everyone who took the time to look at her work!
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Luke Seeman
Luke Seeman is a junior philosophy/pre-med major. He enjoys playing cello in worship 
services, goalkeeping for Taylor’s JV soccer team, and making art of  various kinds, includ-
ing poetry. He is fascinated by big questions and tiny details, and loves to lose himself  in 
new places with old friends.
Aidan Strite
Aidan is a senior film and media production major. He likes movies, traveling to other 
countries, and taking photos of  nature.
Tim Swanson
Tim Swanson is a junior Computer Science major who loves using photography alongside 
many other powerful digital media tools to explore and bring about Christ-centered hu-
man flourishing to those nearby and around the world.
Hannah Tienvieri
Hannah Tienvieri is a junior English creative writing major with a minor in Christian 
ministries. Born and raised in the Midwest, Hannah has a love for corn fields and snowy 




Madi Turpin is a junior double majoring in psychology and biology with a minor in professional 
writing. She has a passion for mental health and uses personal experiences to come alongside 
and support others in similar positions. Madi is from Fort Wayne, Indiana, and hopes to be a 
clinical neuropsychologist. 
Michelle Wiersema
Michelle is a freshman Art Education major from Warrenville, Illinois. She enjoys nearly 
all things art related. She loves wheel throwing, indie rock music, Marvel movies, sparkling 
water, hiking and nature. In the future Michelle wants to become an art teacher and spend 
her summers traveling in a camper van.
Abby Wilson
Abby Wilson is a junior English major who enjoys good stories, pandas, and her roommate 
Micah. She also likes to celebrate the ordinary things in life, such as hip dips. Her poem 
“ode to hip dips” takes inspiration from Lucile Clifton’s “homage to my hips” and Sharon 
Olds’ Odes.
Elise A. Wixtrom
Elise A. Wixtrom is a sophomore history major. She has written poetry for around ten 
years, along with fiction and creative nonfiction. She is inspired to write by history, her 
hometown, and her relationship with God.
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Luke Zobel
Luke Zobel is a sophomore Film & Media Production major at Taylor University and lives 
in Bloomington, Illinois. Though filmmaking and video production are Luke’s main inter-
ests, photography is one of  his favorite pastimes.
